SHEEP ENTRY FORM
The Agricultural Business Centre, Bakewell DE45 1AH
Tel: 01629 812 777 Fax: 01629 814764
Email: bakewell@bagshaws.com
Bakewell Holding Number 09/065/8001-01
Vendor Name .............................................................................................................................................

Computer No………………………………………………………..

Address:..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...... ........................................................................................ Postcode ........................................

Telephone No...........................................................................

Email Address………………………………………………………………..

Affix
Farm
Assurance
Sticker
Here
Unless this box is
completed stock
will be sold as non
farm assured.
Please see
declaration
overleaf.

Holding No. ....................................................................
Registration Number of Vehicle..............................................................................Driver/Passenger …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

EWES

Number

HOGGS/LAMBS

Number

If Different from Above

Departure Holding Number ………………………………………………
Address Including Postcode
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Signed:
………………………………………………………….
Name:
………………………………………………………….

Comply with FCI Declarations overleaf
(Please tick box) or have been treated as below

Date:

TREATMENT

DATE

WITHDRAWAL PERIOD

………………………………………………………

As from 1st April 2014 we need the
Holding Number and Postcode of
Departure
Please use new ARAMS
(Movement Licence)

FOOD CHAIN INFORMATION DETAILS
DECLARATIONS
1. I hereby declare that I am the owner/owner’s agent of the animal(s) described overleaf and that to the best of my knowledge the particulars shown on this form are true and complete.
2. The animals on the holding are not under any movement restrictions for any animal disease or public health reasons.
3. Withdrawal periods have been observed for all veterinary medicines and other treatments administered to the animals while on this holding and previous holdings
4. To the best of my knowledge the animals are not showing signs of any disease or condition that may affect the safety of meat derived from them.
5. All of the animals have originated from establishments that have received regular animal health visits from a veterinarian for the purpose of the detection and signs of disease.
6. No analysis of samples taken from animals on the holding or other samples has shown that the animals in this consignment may have been exposed to any disease or condition that may
affect the safety of meat or to substances likely to result in residues in meat.
7. I further declare the animals are correctly marked and are tagged with official UK tags and any documentation corresponds to the relevant ear tags.
8. I hereby confirm that the stock comes from a premises which has had no movement of animals onto it in the previous 6 days (other than permitted exceptions).
9.

I declare that the vehicle registered overleaf will be cleansed and disinfected in accordance with the Transport of Animals C & D Order at the following premises:-

Market

  

Farm



C & D Centre



As principals, Bagshaws guarantee to pay the Vendor the proceeds (less agreed charges) for animals sold. Payment will be made by cheque on the day of
sale. Sale proceeds are not paid into a client bank account and consequently, the RICS Client Money Protection Scheme (CMPS) will not apply to protect
the Vendor.
BAGSHAWS LLP LIVESTOCK PRIVACY NOTICE
A copy of Bagshaws LLP Livestock Sales Privacy Notice can be found in the pay office next to our Conditions of Sale.

FARM ASSURANCE
It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure Farm Assured/ABM Approved Stock must be hauled to the market by ABM Approved Hauliers and accompanied by an ABM Delivery
Note.
It is the responsibility of the vendor to provide true and complete details regarding Farm Assurance. In the case of any Farm Assurance details provided by the vendor being
incomplete or incorrect, the purchaser of the Lot(s) may at their discretion lodge a claim, in which case the vendor may be liable.

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

MARKET SAFETY
Please take extreme care when in the cattle penning areas.
Loading and Unloading - please use the side gates and chains and ensure dock gates are kept closed.
No children in cattle penning areas
No public in cattle areas once selling has commenced.
Please use hand washing facilities after handling livestock.

Don’t Forget!! CLEAN Wellingtons,
CLEAN Waterproofs, CLEAN Vehicle, CLEAN Trailer, CLEAN Stock

